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1: Audiobook Review â€“ Firefighter Dragon â€“ My Nook, Books & More
Firefighter Dragon Fire & Rescue Shifters, Book 1 A curvy archaeologist with the find of a lifetime + a firefighter dragon
shifter battling his instincts + a priceless artifact coveted by a ruthless rival = one blazing hot adventure!

Kindle Edition My Rating: I loved, loved, loved this book! I adore paranormal romance and no one does it
better than Zoe Chant! Chant is an incredibly gifted storyteller, a talented wordsmith, and a true master of her
trade. Chant excels at creating unique storylines with vividly depicted worlds and beautifully detailed
descriptions, then populating her creations with intriguing, larger-than-life characters who will surely capture
your imagination along with your heart. And Firefighter Sea Dragon was no exception! Once I started reading,
I could not stop. I was riveted to my seat, white knuckling my ereader with my heart fluttering wildly in my
chest as the hours flew as quickly as the pages Firefighter Dragon is an imaginative, fast-paced,
easy-to-follow, full-length, standalone paranormal romance liberally laced with elements of fantasy. The
narrative is beautifully written in the third person with his and her perspectives. The dialogue is smart,
well-executed, at times hilarious, and flows effortlessly. But I think my favorite component of every Chant
story is the characters she creates to populate her fascinating worlds. They are captivating, intriguing,
engaging, and no matter how fantastical their alter form may be, whether it be shifter or creature of myth and
legend, they are still relatable to the reader with the same challenges and heartaches we experience in our daily
lives. Wow, what a mouthful but sea dragons have two names, one for land in their human form and another
for the sea in their dragon form which is proudly sung beneath the waves and is a compilation of their
accomplishments and titles. Sea dragons are not born as humans like most shifters, but are hatched from eggs
as baby dragons! See, I told you this was unique and imaginative, and this is just a small sampling of what to
expect in this story. Their story really played havoc with my emotions. My heart actually ached for these two
characters. I sniffled, sobbed and outright ugly cried through the entire book but, as in true Chant form, I also
snickered, snorted and giggled my way to the end. I ran the full gambit of emotions - sadness, heartbreak,
anger, and joy. I laughed with these characters, empathized with them, cried for them, and shook my fists in
anger at the injustice they suffered Did I like this book? In fact, I loved it so much, I bought it. Please allow
me to explain. I have Kindle Unlimited so I could have read this story for free but after reading the sample, I
knew this was a book I wanted as part of my permanent library so I could read it again. What can I say?
Would I recommend it? You bet and I am but only for adult readers since it does include some steamy, dreamy
love scenes. If you love unique paranormal stories filled to the brim with danger, drama, action, adventure,
lies, deceit, betrayal, angst, passion, romance and always a happy ending, then Firefighter Sea Dragon is
calling your name! There have been three releases in this series prior to this one and several of the characters
from the previous books do cross over and appear in all the books, but you can still read them in any order.
Why am I telling you this? Because I highly recommend this entire series! Will I read this author again? Just
as soon as she releases her next book! So bring it on Zoe Chant And finally, was I entertained? Fabulous
entertainment and an awesome read! Sea dragon John Doe would never understand humans. No matter how
much time he spends with his land walker friends and fellow firefighters from the East Sussex Fire and Rescue
Atlantis, he longs to return to his underwater home in Atlantis. Two years is too long to be away from the life
he so loves under the sea. Sadly, John has found nothing in those two years And sea dragons only mated with
other sea dragons so finding a mate on land was not even possible because sea dragons did not generally mix
with other shifters or humans, and only lived in the sea. Having failed to find any trace of the missing Pearl
Emperor, it was time to return home, just as soon as he fulfills his obligation to his oath-brother by standing
with him at his upcoming wedding which was to be held at a resort located on the shores of Loch Ness, one of
the few bodies of water John has not checked, at least not yet. So imagine his surprise when the waters of the
Loch reply to his song, whispering secrets he could never have anticipated. So what does a loyal sea dragon
Knight, one sworn to celibacy and forbidden to take a mate, do now? Neredia Small desperately longs to find
love and acceptance but her dream of finding happiness seems more and more impossible with every passing
day. Once the men see bountiful curves, and towering height, they run for the hills, never to be seen or heard
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from again. The thieves try to steal her pearl pendant, the only thing of value she owns, not because of its
monetary value but rather its sentimental importance since it was given to her by her father just before he died.
Thankfully, a dark and very large seven-foot-tall good Samaritan suddenly immerges from the waters of the
Loch to rescue her. Utterly and totally ridiculous, right?!? But can John Doe, her Knight in shining armor,
protect her from those who wish her dead so she can finally discover the truth? Because I would break any
oath for my children and my Husband. In fact he kept leaving her one way or another again and again, letting
others talk him into rubbish decisions, so bad tha I read romance because I strongly believe in soul mates, love
at first sight, and loving the same person forever.
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2: Firefighter Sea Dragon by Zoe Chant - online free at Epub
Firefighter Dragon zoe chant firefighter dragon really enjoyed dragon shifter fire and rescue wait to read dai and virginia
look forward new series start to a new.

Kindle Edition My Rating: I love this book! And no one does it better than Zoe Chant! Once I started reading,
I could not stop. I was riveted to my seat, white knuckling my ereader with my heart fluttering wildly in my
chest as the hours flew as quickly as the pages Chant is an incredibly gifted storyteller, talented wordsmith,
and true master of her trade. She excels at creating unique storylines with vividly depicted worlds and
beautifully detailed descriptions, then populating her creations with intriguing, larger-than-life characters who
will surely capture your imagination along with your heart. Firefighter Dragon is an imaginative, fast-paced,
easy-to-follow, novella-length approximately pages , standalone paranormal romance liberally laced with
elements of fantasy. The narrative is beautifully written in the third person with his and her perspectives. The
dialogue is smart, well-executed, at times hilarious, and flows effortlessly. But I think my favorite component
of every Chant story is the characters she creates to populate her fascinating worlds. They are captivating,
intriguing, engaging, and no matter how fantastical their alter form may be, whether it be shifter or creature of
myth and legend, they are still relatable to the reader with the same challenges and heartaches we experience
in our daily lives. Dai and Virginia are absolutely adorable together and complement each other brilliantly. I
snickered, snorted, giggled and sniffled through the entire book but by the end, I was happy, satisfied, and
well entertained. Firefighter Dragon is the first release in the Fire and Rescue Shifters Series and sets the stage
for the entire series. I know this because there are currently three more books available in the series: In fact, I
loved this book so much, I raced back to Amazon to purchase the remaining three. I can hardly wait to dive in!
Did I like this book? In fact, I loved it so much, I bought it. Please allow me to explain. They have to be
returned and after reading the first few chapters, I knew this was a book I wanted as part of my permanent
library so I could read it again. Good books get even better when you read them for the second or third time.
What can I say? Would I recommend it? You bet and I am but only for adult readers since it does include
some steamy, dreamy love scenes. If you love unique well-crafted paranormal stories filled to the brim with
danger, drama, action, adventure, lies, deceit, betrayal, angst, heartache, passion, romance and always a happy
ending, then Firefighter Dragon is calling your name! Will I read this author again? Just as soon as she
releases her next book! I can hardly wait to dive into Book Two, Firefighter Pegasus! And finally, was I
entertained? Fabulous entertainment and an awesome read! Beautiful, curvy, American archaeologist Virgina
James has staked everything, including her professional reputation, on her findings that the lost burial mound
of the ancient Anglo-Saxon king Brithelm is located near the southern coast of England. After four years of
research, two trips to Europe, three preliminary papers, one nearly exhausted grant, and three exhausting
months spent examining every square inch of the hills surrounding Brighton, Virginia is finally close to
discovering the location Unfortunately, Virginia had no way of knowing that unearthing the precious artifact
would also summon a malevolent dragon who will stop at nothing to add the discovery to his hoard. But after
almost being burned to death by an evil white dragon whose greed proves to be stronger than his morality,
Virginia is convinced all dragons are bad, very, very bad.
3: Firefighter Sea Dragon (Fire & Rescue Shifters, #4) by Zoe Chant
Terrific dragon shifter romance that continues where Firefighter Pegasus left off Virginia is an archaeologist searching
for the legendary Brithelm artifact. A fellow archaeologist, Bertham, Chase's her and then a dragon Chase's her to a
barn burning.

4: [Download] Firefighter Dragon By Zoe Chant | www.enganchecubano.com
Firefighter Dragon (Fire & Rescue Shifters) Paperback - June 4, by Zoe Chant (Author) â€º Visit Amazon's Zoe Chant
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5: Firefighter Dragon (HÃ¶rbuch Download) | Zoe Chant | www.enganchecubano.com
Firefighter Sea Dragon Fire & Rescue Shifters, Book 4 A lonely woman who feels like a fish out of water + a firefighter
sea dragon baffled by human ways + a forbidden love that will shake the whole sea = one magical romance!

6: Firefighter Dragon (Audiobook) by Zoe Chant | www.enganchecubano.com
A curvy archaeologist with the find of a lifetime + a firefighter dragon shifter battling his instincts + a priceless artifact
coveted by a ruthless r.

7: Firefighter Dragon Audiobook | Zoe Chant | www.enganchecubano.com
Zoe Chant has really outdone herself in this latest installment of the Firefighter Dragon series. John Doe has long been
a mystery. Seeming to have come to modern day from medieval times, he is a man of honor and duty.

8: Firefighter Dragon by Zoe Chant - online free at Epub
Titles in the Fire & Rescue Shifters series include: Firefighter Dragon - Firefighter Pegasus - Firefighter Griffin Title:
Firefighter Griffin Series: Fire & Rescue Shifters #3 Author: Zoe Chant Published: December 3, My Rating: stars
Firefighter Griffin has that just right combination of sadness and despair countered by hope and.

9: Firefighter Dragon (Fire & Rescue Shifters, #1) by Zoe Chant
Written by Zoe Chant, Audiobook narrated by Lucy Rivers. Sign-in to download and listen to this audiobook today! First
time visiting Audible? Get this book free when you sign up for a day Trial.
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